REMOTE SUPPORT AND SECURIT Y

A PRACTICAL GUIDE
TO SUPPORTING WORK
FROM HOME (WFH)
Handling the Next 3 Critical Issues Before
It’s Really Difficult (Or Maybe Too Late)
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Most businesses succeeded in getting Work from Home
set up in record time. But are you as prepared for the next
three critical issues of this crisis?
INITIAL SUCCESSES AND SOME
CHALLENGES
The reason we could move to Work from
Home so quickly is that most of us have
been rehearsing it for years now. The move
to cloud-based systems and remote work is
well established. Employees (for the most
part) have cell phones, some pretty decent
internet connections capable of supporting
not just email but also file sharing, video
conferencing and in some cases VOIP
phone systems. What that means is that,
at least for administrative and knowledge
workers, the office systems can be
accessed from home.
While many companies were able to move
their employees to home offices, there have
been some logistical hiccups and issues.
And in some cases the biggest challenges
are yet to come.
Although they have been able to get the
equipment set up and working, support has
become a real issue. As one company told
us, it seems like “they (their employees) may
have known how to Work from Home in the
past, but they’ve forgotten everything.” It is

true. Many companies have been working
flat out not on installation, but are not ready
to provide long term support. Support staff
are being challenged with new problems.
Telecom disruptions continue. They are
swamped with support calls on new issues
with new products. Video conferencing
troubleshooting. VOIP and secure
connection issues.
Some of these problems are almost comical.
We heard one story of one employee
who had a phone brought in because a
cell phone wouldn’t deliver a quality for
their call centre from home. Support staff
discovered the employee had jacks in their
home — but no landline service.
There are other more serious issues. There
have been some “near misses” as companies
have realized that security and backup isn’t
easy when everyone is remote. These issues
aren’t always apparent and the problems are
just beginning to surface. As one of our staff
said, “home backup works — until it doesn’t.”
There will be data losses for some Work
from Home situations.
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Then there is security. It is risky to share
equipment with children and other people
in the household who may not consider
corporate security their priority. Policies
need updating. Education is needed. But
monitoring and enforcement is difficult in
the new world.

THE NEXT SHOE(S) TO DROP - ARE
YOU PREPARED FOR THE NEXT
STAGES OF THE CRISIS?
The reality is sinking in that the crisis may
extend for months. Some experts are saying
that we will be Working from Home for a
long time to come.
There is another uncomfortable - and
awful — reality. In even the most optimistic
scenarios, some of the key IT staff your
company needs in order to support Work
from Home may not be available for some
unforeseen period over the next weeks
and months. This could be illness related
or it could simply be the impact of staff
reductions as revenues decrease.

ARE YOUR IT STAFF AMONG THE
MOST VULNERABLE?
Most IT staff have been scrambling to
get employees set up at home. They have
felt the strain of long hours and multiple
problems. They may be burning out as they
cope with the difficulty of supporting this
new decentralized workforce.
IT staf f are facing a higher health risk
than some other employees right now. In

many SMBs they are the ones who still
have to interact with others. They are
delivering and receiving equipment while
working to support it remotely. In some
cases they are required to come onsite
to maintain critical infrastructure. Some
of your key staf f may become ill while
others may refuse to go onsite or to do
home support.

SUPPORT FOR REMOTE WORKERS
AND INFRASTRUCTURE —
THE CHALLENGES ARE JUST
BEGINNING
Over the coming weeks, the growth
in support issues and gaps in the
infrastructure will tax the ability of internal
support resources. A number of areas will
need to be strengthened. Ad-hoc structures
will need to be hardened and made
“production ready”. New support services
will have to be rolled out.
And while “Work from Home” will be the
focus, supporting the existing architecture
of the corporate office will still be
important. Many companies still have some
physical devices on-premises. For these
companies, the question will be, “what
happens if we cannot get on-premises to
support the infrastructure?” What if the
building is inaccessible? What if a part of
my infrastructure fails, but I can’t get to it?
Even if your infrastructure is in the cloud
or hosted externally, what happens if your
key staff who know where everything is are
suddenly unavailable?
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From our experience and research, we created a checklist of the issues that must be
addressed or considered for your staff who are working from home, without physical
access to IT. You may have a number of these well handled already. But it’s worth taking
stock to see what you might have missed or still need to address. In the rest of this paper
we’ll deal with some of the things you may not have thought about.

BASIC TECHNOLOGY

POLICIES

Laptop

Acceptable Use

Networking

Shared use of company equipment/

Router

systems

Cell phone

Passwords

Connection to office telephones
Special situations (call centres,

EDUCATION

recording, file sharing, special

Passwords

connectors HDMI, Apple)
Hardware needs — monitors, cables,

Phishing and Spear-Phishing

headsets, mics, webcams, keyboard, mic.

Social media

Social Engineering
What you can and can’t click on

BACKUP AND SECURITY

What you can download on your phone

VPN and access methods
Cloud apps

TECH SUPPORT

Backup

Setup VPN, Network, Phones

Endpoint Protection (Anti-virus,

Remote meeting support (can’t

malware, web browsing —
 URL

get their camera to work, their

filtering, unsafe sites)

microphone)

Ransomware protection

Security, Updates

Two-factor or even multi-factor

Backup

authentication (for WHEN they get your

Device monitoring (remote users and

password)

on-premises servers)
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WHO ELSE IS ON THE HOME NETWORK?
You don’t really know who else is on that home network. It could be family. It could be
friends. What you do know if you have any experience with security is how easy it is to
hack into a home network. If you have fifty bucks and access to You Tube you can defeat
ever WPA2 in seconds if the password is easy to crack.
Or you can mount a malware based attack if
someone in the same house goes to an infected
site. We could list a number of other ways that
a home network is a security nightmare. So
how do your protect your company from people
who have been given access from that insecure
network to your company data?
Some things you can do?
● Isolate your user 
— give them a totally
separate connection. There are good wireless
and wired options. Or put everyone else in the
house on a guest network. You need a strict
policy that your employees must use only
their corporate laptop — and nobody else
can touch it. If they are allowed to use other
machines even ‘just for a quick little thing’
there is virtually no security in place. Even
the most amateur hacker can get through.
● Support and monitor all machines and
make sure they have up to date patches and
anti-malware software. This is tough even
when the employees are all under one roof,

●

let alone with everyone under a different roof.
But it's essential. Unpatched software can be
“sniffed out” easily and hacked at will.
Install some network based filters
directly on their router. CIRA’s Canadian Shield is free and very effective at
blocking. They aren’t the total answer but
they will prevent a lot of problems. CIRA’s
offering is also free for home users.

All three are important, but installing a DNS
filter should be a no-brainer. This Is the same
protection that businesses pay for. And as a bonus, in our tests, internet speeds are faster with
CIRA’s DNS. Particularly upload speeds. That
could unique, but we are going to keep this for
home users long after this crisis has subsided.
This might sound like a nightmare to
manage. But if you don’t address these three
points, the breaches you will be exposed to
could be much worse. (see note below —

“Some Decisions Can’t Wait”)
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There are some key “special issues” which may
not yet have surfaced — but will.

SPECIAL ISSUES
VPN setup and configuration. A “Virtual
VPN setup and configuration. We’ve talked
to many small and medium sized companies
who felt they were protected by their “Virtual
Private Network” or VPN. The problem is
that this isn’t true. A VPN does exactly what
it promises to do. It provides a secure tunnel
that allows remote access to highly secure
company systems. Used in an insecure or
compromised environment — like your users’
homes — they are more of a threat than a
protection. If your end user is compromised
or hacked, the VPN could give the hackers a
secure tunnel into your network.
Home Router Security. As we have noted,
some routers are not secure. Some old
routers still run old protocols like WEP.
Others have well-documented flaws that any
hacker could crack. But even newer WPA and
WPA2 security can be hacked in seconds
if passwords are weak or guessable. How
can you ensure router security for all your
employees if you can’t go to their home?
Until recently, home routers have only been
off the radar for corporate security because
nobody really tried to leverage them as a way
into company systems. Today anyone can
download tools that take over home routers
and open a gateway for the hackers. There
will be more and more exploits based on
these weaknesses. With the focused and well

researched “spear-phishing” efforts that many
hackers now use, expect them to target Work
from Homeusers for access to financial and
other corporate systems. Finding out where
your controller lives and taking over his or her
access over an insecure network is a walk in
the park. And even if you set the router up
once, continual updating and patching will be
required as new exploits emerge.
Admin Rights On Home Machines —
Heads Hackers Win, Tails You Lose. Many
companies have a policy of not giving their
workers full administration rights on their
laptops. While they can do some prescribed
tasks and take some updates, things that
require administrator access are blocked and
require special access with a highly secure
password. Now when these are moved
home, some functions needed to service the
machine or update it to keep it secure require
an IT employee to be physically present.
When everyone was on-site, at least at one
point, this was no problem. Today you’d have
to send IT staff into everyone’s home which is
inefficient and unsafe.
Some decisions can’t wait. Admin
rights is one of these.
There is some debate about whether
users should have admin rights to
their machines. Or there was —until
ransomware and other attacks proved
that a user logged on with admin
rights creates a totally unacceptable
exposure. At the very least, admin
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privileges should be a separate account
with a virtually unhackable password.
If your user or their household has
someone who is sick or if the user can’t
get into their machine because someone’s
already hacked it, you have a huge
problem. Without a Remote Management
System that can perform the tasks
necessary to do remote administration
you may lose the user and possibly
their data. The alternative is to leave the
administration access with the user and
risk them infecting your whole company
network and possibly those of your
clients. The key point is that you need
a plan and you can’t find out that your
strategy doesn’t work when there is a
machine that is compromised or infected.
Cloud Systems Will Not Save You. Many
companies assume because they have cloud
systems, particularly Office 365 or Google’s
G-Suite, that their email and other documents
are backed up. This is a dangerous myth.
If Google or Microsoft systems were to go
down, they could recover at least most of
your files. But if an employee accidentally
deletes files or if you are hit by a hacker or
ransomware corrupts your data, you may not
be able to recover your data. If you ever want
to see how easy it is for someone to hack
in to a cloud email we’ll be pleased to share
a video with you of a hacker using a readily
available downloadable “kit” that can steal
and then encrypt your cloud data. Whether
the loss is from an attack, from carelessness

or even malicious actions, cloud systems do
need to be backed up independently and with
tools that let you rapidly recover data.
Monitoring Backup, Recovery and
Protecting Your Data. Many companies
have backup systems that require the user
to be on-site, at least occasionally. Once out
of the office, they lose that protection. Home
backup systems and drives are unreliable and
risky. Many cloud systems require significant
bandwidth to support. All backups need to be
monitored carefully to make sure they happen
and are tested regularly to ensure that they
can be recovered. A full backup that you can
virtualize for speedy recovery is best, but for a
few machines that can’t do this, you need the
flexibility to backup select data or folders. And
it has to be tested. You don't want to find out a
backup failed when you need to recover.
And more. These are just some of the examples
of issues that will cause real problems for IT
support staff trying to work remotely. Add to
that the volume of support issues and the lack
of tools and automation from most SMBs.
There is a support crisis looming.

THREE THINGS YOU SHOULD DO
BEFORE IT’S MUCH MORE DIFFICULT
OR EVEN TOO LATE
There are tools out there that you can put
in place. They are not high cost especially
compared to the risks. Many companies like
ours have dropped the prices on some of
these key items at least for the span of the
pandemic. Here are things you need:
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1. Remote Monitoring and Management
(RMM). These systems allow you to
connect very securely to not just PCs and
Macs but to all of your devices, including
phones. Like their name implies, they allow
a remote support person to do everything
that is needed to support a remote device,
including updates and even rebooting.
The best of them, like the systems that
we run, will monitor for a host of issues
and give alerts. If your virus checker is
not kept up to date, for example, an alert
will go off. Unexpected activity? System
issues? These and more are detected and
staff are alerted to get in and intervene
to minimize damage and recover quickly.
Need a system update to avoid a critical
vulnerability? It’s detected and conducted
remotely. Alerts, automation and efficiency
with ticketing and monitoring can make
you more efficient even with a large
number of remote users.
2. Remote Help Desk. It sounds like a nice
to have or pretty sophisticated for an SMB,
but the reality is that if your staff are on
the phone constantly or looking through
rafts of emails, critical support items can
get lost or be missed. While there is a

cost and some skills involved in managing,
there are still options that are affordable
to companies of any size. Plus, you can
outsource these to get the systems and
the management of them — including even
expert support very affordably.
3. Remote Backup including Office 365 and
G-Suite protection. If a remote system is
hacked or gets infected with Ransomware,
if equipment is lost, stolen or even if an
employee with key information their system
cannot be reached — what will you do? If
you have remote backup of your Work from
Home devices, you can recover. Whether
it is a key computer left at the office and
accessed remotely (some SMBs do this for
accounting) or a remote home user, you
can backup and recover to a virtual server
in the cloud should it fail or be hacked.
No need to go onsite and your user or
corporate system is back online in a very
short time without the need to go onsite.
It’s not just the functionality but the
productivity. These systems not only protect
you and enable you to support your Work
from Home employees. They also give you
two other key benefits.
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1. Productivity. These systems automate
tasks that would take much longer to do
manually. Automated work tickets and
reporting ensure that support is well
managed and that the right priorities are
respected and the right processes are
followed. The best productivity tools also
have self-service options. A good remote
backup system, for example, can also allow
employees to recover their files themselves
for faster service or have an option of
remote expert support.
2. Backup for Your Key Staff. We’ve written
before about how the average SMB
relies on one or two key staff who know
where everything is and how to access
it. What happens if they need backup?
Remote Management and Monitoring
systems and Help Desk systems provide
secure access and tools to allow you
to have backup support for periods of
high volume or to cope if one of your
key employees is unavailable. Our firm is
skilled in providing support to companies
with remote employees and provides
emergency backup for key staff and even
for peak periods. As a bonus, setting up
a firm to provide support when your staff
cannot is a great way to ensure that you
have all of the documentation you need in
an emergency.

yourself from issues that, unfortunately, have
gotten more likely.
In the longer term, companies need to have a
secure, resilient and recoverable infrastructure
supporting the “new normal.” No matter what
happens, work from home will be with us for
years to come. Companies need to be able
to fully support their new Work from Home
employees. They need these homes to be
able to withstand the increasing assault from
Cyber Security threats. Society is currently at
war with the pandemic, but companies of all
sizes are also at war with hackers. In a world
where even essential health care operations
are being attacked, you can be sure that
SMBs will be victimized. If you take no action,
hackers will get access to your systems
or maybe worse to your customers either
individuals or entire businesses. How would
you explain to a customer that hackers got
into their company because of your inaction?

We know that many SMBs have the desire to
be safe, but don’t have the resources or the
budgets of larger companies. That’s why we
developed a Managed Infrastructure and Cyber
Security as a Service for SMBs. This includes
A security and architectural evaluation
based on Canadian Cyber Security
Standards.
Structured remediation program to address
MANAGING SECURITY AND
key issues of security and stability
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR WORK FROM
RMM (Remote Monitoring and
HOME IN A SECURITY NIGHTMARE
Management - this package will provide
If you do the three things we’ve recommended
monitoring and remote support of your
above, you will go a long way to protecting
infrastructure. We will:
●

●

●
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- Monitor uptime as well as problems or

●

●

●

●
●

issues as they emerge
- Provide remote server monitoring and
support including power cycling and
system management
- Ensure all data is backed up and that
there is regular testing of backups
WFH (Work-From-Home) and remote
backup of laptops and remote desktops
to the cloud with the ability to recover to
virtual computers for rapid recovery.
Maintenance and inspection of key security
issues including endpoint protection and
URL filtering
Monitoring of backups, system uptime
and security threats Testing your backups,
including monthly restores.
Regular reporting, and finally
Training and Testing of your employees
using our virtual or live training program
which will train and test your employees in
all aspects of being more cyber secure.

This service is available as a monthly
subscription that can fit your budget. This
solves the issue of affordability and gives an
option to those companies who cannot find
trained people to do these tasks.
Our corporate mission has always been to
help companies get the most from what
technology can offer. We have all of these
services, tools and more. We have the
expertise gained from decades of experience
and from supporting a number of companies,
not for profits, government agencies and
educational institutes.
As our clients will tell you, we are great
partners and for some, we are their strategic
Information Technology resource. Why not
talk to us about helping you navigate the
uncertain waters ahead?

CONTACT US
411@padv.ca or if it’s a cybersecurity
emergency use 911@padv.ca
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